School Visit
Gift Shop Program

To make having a souvenir of their visit to the Punxsutawney Weather Discovery Center
(PWDC) possible for every student who attends, and to make it easy for the teachers
and attendants on the day of the visit, we suggest the following program:


Children can pre-order souvenir items by using the attached order form. These
items can be ordered ahead of time by sending the form home to parents. The
money can be collected and the orders faxed to the Weather Center prior to the
visit. (During school visit season, our supplies of the listed items can change. Please contact us
prior to sending the form home to be sure the items are still available.)

 If the classroom chooses to participate in the ordering program, each child,
regardless of whether they pre-ordered any items, will receive at no charge, a gift
bag from PWDC containing two (2) souvenir items.
 PWDC will package any ordered items together in the bag with the free souvenir
items and label each bag with the child’s name. The bags will be boxed for easy
travel on the buses. The teacher can pay for the items the day of the trip.
 Please note: We require receiving the order summary a minimum of three days
prior to your visit to allow us enough time to package and label the bags.
 This program accomplishes three things: it allows children to have a memento of
their visit, which is a big part of any field trip, it saves time and eliminates the
chaos of having the children shop in the gift shop, and it helps the operating fund
of PWDC so we’ll be here to help educate and entertain future students.

Punxsutawney Weather Discovery Center Order Form
(Valid from January 1 – May 31, 2019. During school visit season, our supplies of the items may
change. Please contact us before sending the form home to be sure we have the listed items in stock.
We reserve the right to substitute a similar item of similar price, if necessary.)

Child’s Name ______________________________________
Grade/Homeroom/Teacher __________________________
Check the item(s) you wish to order and the quantity. Total the order and submit order
and money to the teacher no later than _____________________(date).

Item Name

Price*

Weather Discovery Center Water Bottle

2.10

Mini Telescope

2.10

Survival Compass (compass & whistle with lanyard cord )

2.65

Home of the Groundhog Zipper Coin Purse (color is our choice)

3.70

Jelly Balloon Ball ( a super stretchy balloon that becomes a ball; reusable)

3.70

Light Up Asteroid Putty (soft putty in a container that lights up when tapped)

4.23

Solar Dough (a pliable dough that changes color in the sun)

4.23

Folding Binoculars

5.30

Pet Tornado (make a vortex appear in the scene by swirling the bottle)

6.35

Punxsutawney Phil TY Beanie Baby

10.60

Order Total
*prices include tax

Qty.

Total

